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In industrial environments, smart machines and technology are enabling a new level of performance optimization 
with real potential to reach new levels of business value. However, to improve the performance of any operation, 
you have to build a culture that enables the people, processes and technology to achieve these results. 

Smart operations start with “smart culture.”
LCEsmartr playbook is a curated instruction manual that integrates our collective experience in asset 
management and reliability to build a smart culture that can accelerate your transformation from current state to 
operational excellence.

Today’s industrial environment faces big challenges: 
• New technology and software haven’t fixed problems or delivered expected results
• Aging assets fast approaching end of life 
• Lack of stable, reliable systems hampers continuous improvement efforts
• Lack of documentation creates operating risks 
• Knowledgeable workers are retiring and taking their knowledge with them
• Challenges of onboarding and training new employees 

Benefits of using LCEsmartr Playbook:
• Lower operational costs, increase production capacity and performance: quickly establish standard work 

based on best practices to reduce failure risk and increase consistency in work planning and execution

• Reduce downtime, extend asset life, improve safety/regulatory compliance: customized, standard 
processes and tools harmonize the enterprise around reliability and support company-wide best practice 
sharing

• Onboard new employees faster and build a continuous improvement culture: online training reaches 
geographically dispersed teams, and helps achieve a enterprise-wise knowledge baseline

• Strengthen the organization’s adaptability and life-cycle asset management mindset: proven change 
management tools and resources to help reliability leaders guide an organization through a transformation

• Create a “smart culture”: To improve the performance of any operation, you have to build a culture to enable 
the people, processes and technology. LCEsmartr playbook includes proven change management resources to 
help leaders guide an organization through a transformation.
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There are three membership levels: Education, Practitioner and Enterprise.

What LCEsmartr Playbook includes: 
• An Implementation Guide and roadmap to promote faster adoption of asset management and reliability best practices 

• Organizational Change Management tools to show leaders at all levels how to champion a reliability transformation 

• A registration to the Reliability Excellence for Managers course, the premier training for Reliability Leaders 

• Work process models and relevant documentation to build a “common language” and support enterprise-wide best practice sharing 

• Standardized work templates to enable continuous improvement and cultivate a life cycle asset management mindset 

• Online reliability training to provide quick and effective onboarding for new employees, skill-building and ongoing personnel development 

• Enterprise sites have a KPI dashboard and interactive reporting tools for monitoring progress towards your organization’s goals 

• An SME-curated learning library that includes articles, white papers and case studies to support an organization’s reliability journey
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